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Abstract
Newer use cases of GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) computing, e.g., graph analytics, look less like traditional bulksynchronous GPU programs. To cater to the needs of emerging applications with semantically richer and finer grain sharing patterns, GPU vendors have been introducing advanced
programming features, e.g., scoped synchronization and independent thread scheduling. While these features can speed up
many applications and enable newer use cases, they can also
introduce subtle synchronization errors if used incorrectly.
We present iGUARD, a runtime software tool to detect races
in GPU programs due to incorrect use of such advanced features. A key need for a race detector to be practical is to accurately detect races at reasonable overheads. We thus perform
the race detection on the GPU itself without relying on the
CPU. The GPU’s parallelism helps speed up race detection by
15× over a closely related prior work. Importantly, iGUARD
detects newer types of races that were hitherto not possible
for any known tool. It detected previously unknown subtle
bugs in popular GPU programs, including three in NVIDIA
supported commercial libraries. In total, iGUARD detected 57
races in 21 GPU programs, without false positives.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Parallel
programming languages; Correctness.
Keywords: Data races; GPU program correctness; Debugging

1

Introduction

A large and growing swath of software today relies on GPUs
for their computation. Thus, the correctness of GPU programs
(kernels) is critical to the reliability of a significant portion
of the software ecosystem. Decades of research in multithreaded CPU software have shown that subtle data races due
to improper synchronization can introduce unpredictable failures [5, 8, 14–16, 18, 20, 31, 32, 43, 44, 56]. GPU programs
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with hundreds of thousands of threads and advanced synchronization mechanisms are even more vulnerable to obscure
races [17, 52]. In this work, we build a runtime tool to detect
races in GPU programs due to improper use of advanced
synchronization and programming features of modern GPUs.
Traditionally, GPU’s massive data-level parallelism was
leveraged by bulk-synchronous programs where interactions
among threads were infrequent and happened at coarse grain.
GPU programming languages require programmers to divide a GPU kernel’s hundreds of thousands of threads into
equal-sized threadblocks of up to 1024 threads to keep the
parallelism tractable. Threads within a threadblock share a
scratchpad memory and could synchronize via threadblock
barrier (syncthreads in CUDA). This, along with the implicit
barriers across all threads at the end of a kernel’s execution,
fulfilled most synchronization needs of bulk-synchronous
GPU programs. However, they fall short for programs with
semantically richer and fine-grain sharing patterns.
Advanced GPU features: To better support emerging use
cases such as graph processing, GPU vendors have progressively introduced advanced synchronization operations and
more expressive execution paradigms. To balance the need
for advanced synchronization operations with the requirement to scale-up performance on ever-larger modern GPUs,
vendors have introduced scoped atomic and fence operations
(e.g., threadfence in CUDA). The scope qualifier guarantees
the effect of an atomic or fence to be visible only within a
specified subset of threads (i.e., the scope of the operation),
eschewing global visibility. This makes operations with narrower scope faster. For example, on a recent NVIDIA Titan RTX
GPU, the block-scope threadfence that guarantees its effects
to be visible only within a threadblock is 21× faster than the
device scope fence that ensures global visibility across all
threads on a GPU. However, the use of inadequate scope in
synchronization, which does not include both the producer
and consumer of a data item, leads to a race.
GPUs schedule threads in a threadblock in groups of 32
to 64 threads called a warp. Traditionally, threads in a warp
would execute in lockstep. However, the lockstep execution
could deadlock if threads within a warp use distinct locks
– a situation not possible in multi-threaded CPU programs.
To broaden the set of applications that can leverage GPUs,
NVIDIA introduced Independent Thread Scheduling (ITS) that
allowed threads in a warp to make independent progress
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(Volta architecture, circa 2017, onward). However, applications that implicitly relied on lockstep execution would now
require adding warp-level barriers (syncwarp) for correctness.
Finally, NVIDIA introduced the software abstraction of Cooperative Groups (CG) that enables programmers to synchronize across an (almost) arbitrary set of threads (unlike scopes,
that are fixed in the hardware). While semantically rich, improper use of CG leads to a race. We refer to scoped synchronization, ITS, and CG together as the advanced synchronization and programming features of modern GPUs.
Limitations of current GPU race detectors: We are not the
first to notice that GPU programs have races. Several works
focused on detecting races that occur among threads of a
single threadblock via the scratchpad memory (in KBs) [9,
54, 55]. NVIDIA’s Racecheck is one such commercial tool [37].
However, they ignore the harder class of races that can happen
among any pair of hundreds of thousands of GPU threads
through GPU’s global memory (tens of GBs in size).
Even proposals that focus on global memory races fall
short in the presence of races induced by the incorrect use of
advanced GPU features. For example, Barracuda and CURD
do not support scoped atomic operations [17, 39]. Barracuda
also does not detect races due to missing syncwarp under ITS.
Notably, Barracuda incurs performance overheads of over
50×, on average. Its extension, CURD, reduces overheads
for applications that use only traditional threadblock barrier
(syncthreads), but falls back to Barracuda for everything else
(e.g., for fences and atomics). We noticed that a key reason
behind the high overheads is their reliance on the CPU for race
detection and the consequent serialization. Furthermore, these
tools require recompilation of the code, which is a significant
detriment given the wide use of closed-source GPU libraries.
To limit performance overheads, researchers have proposed
hardware-based GPU race detectors, e.g., HaccRG [25] and
our previous work ScoRD [28]. However, these need redesign
of GPU architectures and are inapplicable to current GPUs.
Further, HaccRG is oblivious to scopes/ITS. ScoRD detects
races due to improper scopes but does not support ITS [28].
None detect races due to CG, since one needs to fully support
atomics, fences, and ITS for it. § 4 details more shortcomings.
Our contributions: As a growing class of applications leverage GPUs, a tool to detect races due to improper use of advanced GPU features is desirable. To be useful in practice, it
should limit performance overheads incurred during race detection. Toward this, we propose iGUARD – in-GPU Advanced
Race Detector. It extends ScoRD’s logic for detecting scoped
races to also detect races due to ITS and CG. Importantly, it
alleviates the need for modifying the GPU hardware.
iGUARD is a runtime tool that executes on NVIDIA GPUs.
It uses NVIDIA’s NVBit binary instrumentation tool [47] to
instrument GPU memory and synchronization operations for
race detection. iGUARD performs the entire race detection
on the GPU, without CPU involvement. The race detection
happens along with application execution and leverages GPU
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parallelism, unlike prior software-based detectors. This reduces iGUARD’s overheads and helps it scale to larger GPUs.
iGUARD instruments synchronization operations to track
the active synchronization status (including scopes) of each
warp. Under ITS, if threads within a warp diverge, the detector automatically tracks the same for each thread. This
information is later used for race detection to infer if adequate
synchronization separates two conflicting accesses to a memory location. Since a GPU can run hundreds of thousands
of threads concurrently, it is impractical to track pairwise
interactions across so many threads to detect races. Therefore, iGUARD keeps metadata for each unit of global memory
(e.g., 4 bytes) to identify of the last read or write accessor
to that location, along with the synchronization status of the
accessor/writer at the time of its accessing the given location.
iGUARD instruments every load, store, and atomic operation and looks up the corresponding metadata that contains a
summary of previous accesses to an address and synchronization. It compares the information in the metadata with that of
the load (store/atomic) and its active synchronization status
for inferring happens-before ordering between the accesses
to a given address. iGUARD reports a race when no happensbefore order could be inferred. This is akin to ScoRD’s detection logic for scoped races. While ScoRD implements these in
new hardware, iGUARD relies on binary instrumentation.
While CUDA does not intrinsically support locks/unlocks,
atomics and threadfences can be combined to create them [1,
41, 42]. Further, under ITS, applications can use either coarsegrain locking (e.g., one lock per warp) or fine-grain per-thread
locks. iGUARD dynamically infers locks and whether perthread locking is employed by tracking thread divergences. It
then uses the well-known lockset algorithm [43, 56] to detect
the possibility of a race due to improper locking.
A unique challenge for an in-GPU software-based race
detector is the serialization of metadata accesses. In GPU
programs, thousands of threads can concurrently access a
shared variable. Accesses to the corresponding metadata need
to be serialized for correct race detection. However, this serialization surrenders the benefits of in-GPU race detection
for kernels with many shared variables. Toward this, we introduce two optimizations. 1 We opportunistically coalesce
metadata accesses by observing that loads and atomics to
a shared variable by active threads of the same warp cannot race. 2 We employ dynamically adjusted backoff based
on the number of concurrent threads to limit contention for
the metadata. These play key roles in reducing performance
overheads for many kernels.
Impact: iGUARD detected several previously unreported races
in popular GPU libraries and applications. It caught 12 races
across a popular graph analytics library, Gunrock [50], and
a GPU-based irregular application suite, LonestarGPU [11].
Developers of these software already acknowledged eight
of them. It caught races in NVIDIA-supported commercial
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libraries, e.g., CG, CUB, cuML. The developers acknowledged all of these. In total, iGUARD correctly reported 57
races across 21 applications without any false positives. It not
only catches the most comprehensive list of global memory
races but also keeps performance overheads limited to 5.1×,
on average. Thanks to iGUARD’s ability to leverage the GPU’s
parallelism in race detection, overheads reduced by 15×, on
average, over a prior work called Barracuda [17].

2

Background

GPUs organize their hardware resources into a hierarchy to
scale to hundreds of thousands of concurrent threads. The
basic execution block of a GPU is a Streaming Multiprocessor (SM). Modern GPUs contain up to around 108 SMs.
These SMs contain multiple Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data
(SIMD) units, which in turn contain multiple lanes of execution (16 - 32). All lanes of a SIMD unit execute the same
instruction on different data items in parallel. The SIMD units
of an SM share an L1 data cache and a scratchpad (shared
memory). While the hardware manages the cache; the programmer decides the contents of a scratchpad. L1 caches
and scratchpads are private to each SM, while all the SMs
share a larger L2 cache. The GPU’s global memory is accessible to all GPU threads and primarily includes the GPU’s
onboard HBM or GDDR memory. Modern GPUs can have
up to 80 GB of global memory. The hardware caches contents
of global memory in the L1 and L2 caches.
GPU programming languages, e.g., CUDA or OpenCL, require programmers to arrange threads in a hierarchy of execution groups that mimics the hardware. The smallest execution
entity is a thread, which runs on a single SIMD lane. In CUDA,
typically 32 threads make up a warp, the smallest hardwarescheduled unit of work. A threadblock is a collection of warps
guaranteed to reside within the same SM, while the grid is the
largest unit of execution, comprising of multiple threadblocks
that together execute a common GPU kernel (CUDA function).
2.1

Advanced GPU features

Traditionally, GPU programs relied on bulk-synchronous parallelism. This model is ably supported by 1 threadblock barriers (syncthreads in CUDA) that synchronize threads within
a threadblock, 2 lockstep execution of threads in a warp
resulting in implicit barriers across a warp after every instruction, and 3 implicit barrier across all threads when a
kernel finishes execution. However, they fall short for many
emerging applications that require semantically richer and
finer grain synchronization. Vendors such as NVIDIA, thus, enhanced GPU’s synchronization and execution model, enabling
a broader set of multi-threaded CPU programs to leverage
GPU. We describe three such advanced features.
Scoped synchronization: A globally visible synchronization
across thousands of GPU threads is slow. It is also often
unnecessary in a GPU’s hierarchical programming paradigm.
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Modern GPUs, thus, provide means to synchronize across
only the threads of a particular level in the execution hierarchy.
This is referred to as the scope of an operation. Currently,
CUDA provides three scopes – block, device, and system. An
operation’s effect is guaranteed only for the set of threads in
its scope. For example, an atomic operation with block scope
guarantees only atomicity with other atomic operations from
within the threadblock of the calling thread. For an operation
to impact all the threads in a GPU, the device scope is needed
(default). The system scope is useful if an operation should
be visible across multiple GPUs and the CPU. OpenCL also
provides similar scopes. In this work, we focus on a single
GPU and thus, ignore the system scope.
Independent thread scheduling (ITS): Before NVIDIA Volta
architecture (circa 2017), threads in a warp always executed
in a lockstep. This created an effect of implicit warp-level
barriers after every instruction. However, it caused deadlocks
in some GPU programs [19]. Consider threads in two warps
that compete for the same set of locks. A subset of threads of
the first warp may acquire their locks, while the rest wait on
locks acquired by threads from the second warp. Similarly, a
subset of threads of the second warp acquire their locks, but
the rest wait for the locks to be released by the first warp. Due
to lockstep execution, none of the warps can progress.
Since Volta architecture, a hardware feature called Independent Thread Scheduling (ITS) [22] avoided such deadlocks by allowing threads in a warp to execute divergent
paths concurrently, i.e., make independent progress. Consequently, implicit warp-level barriers are no more guaranteed.
Instead, programmers should explicitly add warp-level barriers (syncwarp) if lockstep execution is needed for correctness.
Cooperative groups: NVIDIA introduced Cooperative Groups
(CG) [24] to enable more flexible synchronization. For example, CG allows programmers to synchronize a chosen subset
of warps in a threadblock instead of the entire threadblock. It
allows multiple threadblocks of an entire grid to synchronize.
CG is a software abstraction that uses atomics, threadfences,
and barriers. For example, to synchronize multiple threadblocks, it uses a counter updated by device-scoped atomics
with fences to enforce ordering and synchronizes the threads
within the participating threadblocks using syncthreads.

3

Races due to advanced GPU features

This section demonstrates how advanced features of modern
GPUs can introduce subtle races if used improperly with the
help of examples.
3.1

Races due to scopes

In CPU programs, data races arise when two or more threads
access a shared memory location (at least one of the accesses
is a write) without intervening synchronization. In GPUs, the
mere presence of synchronization cannot prevent a race if it is
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__device__ int getWork(...)
{
if(tid != 0) return -1; // Only leader thread
// Get work from own local partition
currHead[blockId] =
atomicAdd_block(&nextHead[blockId],
NTHREADS); // block scope
// Work left in own partition?
if(currHead[blockId] < partitionEnd[blockId])
return currHead[blockId];
// Otherwise steal work
int victimBlock = getPartitionToStealFrom();
if(victimBlock == -1) return -1; //No work
currHead[blockId] =
atomicAdd(&nextHead[victimBlock],
NTHREADS);
if(currHead[blockId] <
partitionEnd[victimBlock])
return currHead[blockId];
return -1; //No work left
}

Figure 1. Insufficient scope in the atomic operation causing a
race in the example CUDA snippet (adopted from ScoRD [28]).
of insufficient scope: it fails to encompass both the producer
and consumer of data [26, 28].
In current GPUs, both atomic and fence operations can
be qualified with a scope. Further, these two operations can
be combined to create (scoped) lock/unlock operations [1,
41, 42]. Insufficient scopes in any of these operations lead to
a scoped race.1 For brevity, we only show an example of a
scoped race involving atomics.
Let us consider the graph coloring problem [28]. Each
thread assigns a color one vertex at a time. The number of
vertices typically exceeds the number of GPU threads. The
vertices are partitioned among the threadblocks, which then
perform multiple iterations to color all vertices in their respective partitions. The amount of work needed to color depends
on the number of edges incident on a vertex. Therefore, threadblocks could take different amounts of time to color vertices
in their partitions. To improve performance, threadblocks that
finish early steal work from others’ partitions.
The function getWork() in Figure 1 shows how the leader
thread of each threadblock obtains the next set of vertices
to be colored after each iteration. The partitionEnd[] holds
the tail index of each block’s partition in the global array of
vertices. Arrays currHead[] and nextHead[] hold the starting indices of vertices to be colored in the current and next
iteration, respectively. In lines 5-7, the leader thread updates
currHead[] with the present value of nextHead[], while atomically updating nextHead[] using a block-scope atomic. The
leader then checks if the threadblock’s original partition is
empty (lines 9-10). If so, the leader steals from other partitions. It chooses the threadblock (victimBlock) to steal from
(line 12). The leader then steals by incrementing the victim’s
nextHead[] using a device-scope atomic (lines 14-16).
1 We

discuss scoped races to make this paper self-contained. Prior works already described them, and our hardware-based tool ScoRD detects them [28].
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__global__ void reductionKernel(...)
{
...
if (blockSize >=
4 && tid < 2)
sdata[tid] = mySum = mySum + sdata[tid +
//__syncwarp(); <-- Needed to avoid race
if (blockSize >=
2 && tid == 0)
sdata[tid] = mySum = mySum + sdata[tid +
...
}

2];

1];

Figure 2. Missing warp barrier causing ITS race.

__global__ void reduce(float *in, float *out, int N)
{
cg::thread_block block = cg::this_thread_block();
cg::grid_group grid = cg::this_grid();
reduceBlock(in, out, N, block);
cg::sync(block); // Racey, should be grid
if (grid.thread_rank() == 0)
for (int blk = 1; blk < gridDim.x; blk++)
out[0] += out[blk];
}

Figure 3. Insufficient granularity of sync causing CG race.
One may think that the block-scope atomic used to update
nextHead[] in lines 5-7 is sufficient. It is, in the common case,
when no stealing occurs since the leader updates a variable
read only by threads within its threadblock. However, if a
threadblock tries to steal from victimBlock’s partition when
the leader of victimBlock was also assigning itself the next
vertex set from its own partition, a subtle scoped race arises.
The thread stealing work may not see the update as it falls
outside the block scope of the victimBlock.
Barriers and scoped races: Note that threadblock barriers
include the effect of a block-scope fence. A barrier additionally waits for all threads in the block to reach the barrier
and thus, could be slower. However, functionally, a race preventable by a block-scope fence is also prevented by a barrier.
3.2

Races due to ITS

Any program that implicitly relied on lockstep execution but
failed to use syncwarp where needed will have races on modern GPUs. Figure 2 shows a code snippet from a reduction
kernel, where threads within a warp sum four elements of an
array. In line 5, the first two threads add the last two elements
to their current sum and store it. In line 8, the first thread
of the warp adds the second element to its current sum and
stores it. Under ITS, a syncwarp is needed between these (line
6). Otherwise, the first thread may proceed ahead and execute
line 8 while the second thread executes line 5, creating a race.
3.3

Races due to Cooperative Groups (CG)

Races happen if a programmer fails to choose the right group
of threads in CG that covers the producer and consumer of
a data item. Figure 3 shows a simplified code snippet for
performing reduction on an array using CG. The input array
in is divided among threadblocks, who reduce their subarray
and store the result in the array out. The reduction happens
in the function reduceBlock (line 5). It takes the thread group
performing the subarray reduction as a parameter. Finally, the
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first thread in the grid reduces the array out to a single value.
But before that, all threads in the grid, across all threadblocks,
must finish reducing their respective sub-arrays. Therefore,
all blocks of the grid should be part of the cooperative group
to synchronize. However, in line 6 of Figure 3, only individual
threadblocks are synchronized. This leads to a race.

4

Prior race detectors and iGUARD’s goals

We are not the first to propose a race detector for GPUs. Thus,
we set our goals in the context of existing works.
There exist commercial tools and prior works to efficiently
detect races that occur amongst the threads of a threadblock
via the scratchpad in an SM [9, 37, 54, 55]. However, these
ignore the races that can happen among any pair of hundreds
of thousands of GPU threads through the global memory (tens
of GBs vs. KBs of scratchpad). We focus on detectors that
can find the challenging global memory races.
Table 1 summarizes a qualitative comparison between existing proposals and ours. Closest to our work is Barracuda, a
software tool to detect GPU races, including scoped races due
to threadfences [17]. It, however, does not detect races due to
wrongly scoped atomics. It cannot catch missing warp-level
synchronization (syncwarp) under ITS, even if it detects races
due to if-else divergence. Barracuda instruments GPU kernels
to collect metadata for race detection but does not perform the
detection on the GPU. Instead, it serializes and ships the metadata to the CPU for race detection. This simplifies the design;
detecting GPU races effectively reduces to that on the CPU.
However, it incurs large performance overheads (10-1000×)
as the race detection fails to leverage GPU’s parallelism.
CURD [39] extends Barracuda by speeding up race detection for traditional kernels that use only threadblock barriers through compiler-directed source-code instrumentation.
It falls back on Barracuda in the presence of atomics or
fences. While CURD reduces overheads for traditional bulksynchronous programs to 3×, that for the rest remains. It
could, in theory, detect races due to ITS but does not support

warp-level barriers. Simulee [52] goes beyond race detection
to also detect bugs caused when threads in a threadblock do
not reach a barrier. However, it focuses only on barriers and
is incapable of detecting races caused by atomics or fences.
Barracuda requires recompilation for its shared runtime,
while CURD and Simulee are compiler-directed techniques.
Consequently, their applicability is limited in the presence of
closed-source low-level libraries (e.g., cuDNN, cuBLAS).
HaccRG [25] and ScoRD [28] can check races at low overheads (< 1×) but require significant new hardware that does
not exist in today’s GPUs. HaccRG ignores scopes and ITS,
but ScoRD detects all scoped races. In fact, iGUARD borrows
its race detection logic to detect improper use of scopes. However, ScoRD does not detect missing syncwarp under ITS. Note
that none of the detectors detect races due to improper use
of CG on modern GPUs since none fully support all scoped
operations and detect missing syncwarp under ITS.
Goals: We aim to build a GPU race detector with the following goals. 1 Comprehensively detect global memory races,
including those due to scopes, ITS, and CG without new hardware. 2 Limit performance overheads of software-based race
detection (e.g., <10×, instead of 100×). 3 Avoid reserving
GPU’s capacity-constrained memory for the race detection
in a way that limits its usability to small kernels only. 4
Avoid requiring recompilation or re-linking of applications.
5 The detector should work out-of-the-box for a wide range
of kernels without developer intervention.

5

Design overview of iGUARD

We first present a high-level overview of iGUARD and how
its design philosophy caters to our goals. We will detail its
implementation in the next section.
In-GPU race detection: The entire process of race detection
in iGUARD happens on the GPU without requiring any hardware modifications. As thousands of GPU threads execute
in parallel, the corresponding race detection also happens in
parallel on the GPU. This is key to iGUARD’s performance
since there is no serialization due to the CPU.
iGUARD is implemented on top of NVIDIA’s NVBit tool [46,
47]. NVBit is a dynamic binary instrumentation tool that
enables inspection and modification of CUDA kernel assembly code (SASS) on the GPU without recompilation. iGUARD
performs two primary tasks via the instrumentation. 1 It
collects and updates metadata for active synchronization operations (synchronization metadata) and accesses to each global
memory location (memory metadata). The metadata is later
used for race detection. It instruments synchronization operations – fences and barriers, and keeps track of their issuing
thread, warp, and the scope qualifiers. All loads, stores, and
atomics are instrumented to update the memory metadata. 2
It implements the race detection using the information of the
current instruction and the metadata for the address of the
access. Race detection happens on loads, stores, and atomics.
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An in-GPU race detector needs to consider thousands of
threads. Tracking pairwise interactions for that many threads
(e.g., via vector clocks) is infeasible, unlike for CPUs. Therefore, the memory metadata tracks read and write accessors,
along with relevant synchronization information, including
scopes, for each unit of global memory (here, 4 bytes by default). Similar to ScoRD, we then use classic happens-before
relations [29] to check if there have been conflicting accesses
to a memory location (i.e., at least one of them is a write) that
are not separated by adequate synchronization.
Unfortunately, keeping track of all accessors to a memory
location is unrealistic since any of the thousands of threads
can be an accessor. Instead, we keep the identity (thread and
warp ID) of the last writer and last accessor (reader/writer).
This may lead to false negatives if a writer correctly synchronized with the last reader of the same location but not with
previous readers. However, based on our experiments, we
find this unlikely in practice. If a writer synchronized with the
latest reader, it is likely to have synchronized with other readers, directly or transitively. Further, iGUARD tracks if threads
accessing a location fall within a single threadblock or span
across threadblocks to determine inappropriate use of scopes.
In § 6.7, we discuss the trade-offs between keeping detailed
accessor information and the practicality of the detector.
To catch races due to ITS, iGUARD tracks thread IDs, beside warp IDs in the metadata and tracks warp-level barriers
(syncwarp). iGUARD reports conflicting accesses to a memory location by threads within the same warp if the accesses
are not separated by a syncwarp or syncthreads. Note that
syncthreads synchronizes threads within a warp too.
Inferring locking protocols: While there is no instruction
or intrinsic in CUDA for lock/unlock operations, the CUDA
guidebook suggests that atomics and threadfences can be
paired to create one [42]. iGUARD infers these instruction
pairs as lock/unlock without needing programmer annotation,
similar to prior works [17, 25, 28].
However, iGUARD faces a new challenge since it should
support ITS. Under ITS, some kernels employ per-thread lock
within a warp (e.g., matrix multiplication), while others take
one lock per warp where a leader thread performs lock/unlock
on behalf of the warp. To fulfill our goal of not requiring
developer intervention, iGUARD infers the locking protocol
used by an application at runtime. It assumes a warp-level lock
by default. However, it monitors if two or more threads from
the same warp attempt to acquire locks simultaneously. If so,
iGUARD switches to race detection for per-thread locking.
iGUARD detects inappropriate lock/unlock (acquire/release)
using the lockset technique [38], instead of happens-before
as in ScoRD. Lockset has the advantage that it can detect races
that do not manifest during an execution. However, the lockset’s useability is limited to lock/unlock only. We augment
the synchronization metadata with lock tables used for inferring locks and locking protocol. The memory metadata is
augmented with a summary of locks held while accessing a
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location. The metadata is later used to find if a given location
is accessed without holding a common lock(s).
Metadata management: iGUARD requires 16 bytes of memory metadata per 4 bytes of data (4× memory overhead),
and a total ∼2MB of synchronization metadata. If the entire
metadata needs to reside on GPU’s limited device memory,
it will inevitably constrain the kernels that the iGUARD can
run. It, thus, allocates the metadata using CUDA’s Unified
Virtual Memory (UVM) feature [23]. With UVM, memory is
not pinned (reserved) on the GPU. It is moved between the
CPU and GPU on demand by the driver. Since only a small
fraction of metadata is updated and used for race detection at
a given time, UVM helps keep the “right” amount of metadata
in the device memory. In short, iGUARD avoids pinning of
GPU’s device memory for metadata by leveraging UVM.
Optimizing metadata access: A unique challenge for inGPU software race detection is the serialization of metadata
accesses. Thousands of GPU threads can concurrently access
a shared variable. Accesses to the corresponding metadata
need to be serialized for race detection correctness. However,
serialization can hamstring GPU software. iGUARD, thus, opportunistically coalesces metadata accesses due to race detection to reduce serialization. Further, it employs dynamically
adjusted exponential backoff. It adjusts the backoff length
based on the number of concurrent threads at runtime to limit
metadata contention while also avoiding unnecessary wait.
These are key in ensuring low performance overheads for
kernels with frequent accesses to shared variables.
Race reporting: iGUARD reports identities of instructions,
the address of the data participating in a race, and the cause.
iGUARD allocates a 1MB buffer to accumulate information
of races without stopping execution on detecting a race. This
buffer is sent to the CPU and reported to the programmer
when full or when the program ends. It may sometimes happen that a kernel livelocks due to a race. Thus, iGUARD provides a parameterized timeout. On a timeout, iGUARD sends
the details of detected races to the CPU before terminating.

6

Implementation of iGUARD

A familiarity with iGUARD’s metadata layout is a pre-requisite
to appreciate iGUARD’s implementation details.
6.1

Metadata layout and allocation

The metadata layout is akin to ScoRD but is extended for ITS,
and for better race detection accuracy and performance.
Synchronization metadata: The active synchronization status of threads, warps, and threadblocks are maintained in the
synchronization metadata. iGUARD keeps counters for different synchronization operations to identify the latest synchronization operation performed by individual threads, warps,
and threadblocks. Specifically, a threadblock barrier counter
is kept for each threadblock and is incremented upon encountering a syncthreads. Similarly, a warp barrier counter is
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Figure 4. Layout of a single memory metadata entry (16 bytes).
kept for each warp and is incremented when the given warp
executes a syncwarp. iGUARD keeps two threadfence counters – one for block-scope and another for device-scope fence
for each thread. We keep threadfence counters per thread
since CUDA defines the semantics of threadfences for each
thread [34]. Under ITS, each thread may have executed different threadfences at a given point in the execution. Finally, we
keep a lock table to infer locks and locking protocol at runtime. We will detail the lock table later while explaining how
we infer the locking protocol. The synchronization metadata
takes ∼ 2MB of space in total.
Memory metadata: iGUARD keeps metadata for each unit of
global memory (4 bytes, by default). The memory metadata
keeps the identity of accessors and access type to a given
location, along with the synchronization information. The
synchronization information is copied from the synchronization metadata of the accessor at the time of the access. Instead
of keeping the identity of all accessors to a location, iGUARD
tracks the last writer and last accessor (reader/writer). This
keeps the metadata overhead low. In § 6.7, we discuss why
limited metadata may not lead to false negatives in practice.
Figure 4 shows the layout of a unit of metadata (16 bytes).
The Tag keeps the address tag to uniquely identify 4-byte
global memory addresses corresponding to metadata. Flags
contains bits to track whether the metadata entry is valid
(initialized) and types of accesses to the location. For example,
if it has been written to (Modified), accessed via atomics
(Atomic) and if so, whether block or device scope was used
(Scope). The atomics are treated as stores, and thus, memory
metadata tracks atomic operations. Further, DevShared and
BlkShared note whether the accessors to a location are spread
across multiple threadblocks or part of the same threadblock,
respectively. These help to detect incorrect use of scopes.
The metadata keeps the identity (WarpID and ThreadID)
of the last writer and last accessor. The ThreadID is necessary
to detect races under ITS. The metadata contains the latest synchronization status of the last writer and accessor when those
accesses occurred. For example, a 6-bit DevFenceID identifies the latest threadfence executed by the writer/accessor
with device scope. The BlkFenceID identifies the same with
threadblock scope. The 8-bit BlkBarID tracks the latest syncthreads executed by the accessor, while WarpBarID tracks
the latest syncwarp. The WarpBarID is unique to iGUARD.
It is needed for tracking missing syncwarp under ITS. Later
in this section, we discuss the impact of limited counter sizes
on race detection accuracy.
Allocating metadata: While the synchronization metadata
needs just 2MB, memory metadata incurs 4× overhead. If

the entire metadata is pinned on the capacity-constrained
GPU memory, only a 5th of its capacity would be available to
execute the GPU kernel itself. For example, prior works, e.g.,
Barracuda reserves 50% of the memory capacity for buffers.
Instead, we use the UVM feature of NVIDIA GPUs. We allocate the entire metadata (∼ 4× of GPU memory capacity)
using cudaMallocManaged while initializing the detector.
This does not reserve any physical memory – it only allocates
virtual addresses. When the detector accesses the metadata,
page faults are triggered. The UVM driver then allocates the
physical memory for the page containing the requested metadata. The driver also migrates pages between the CPU and the
GPU memory based on access patterns. This way, only the
needed portion of the metadata resides on the GPU memory.
A drawback of UVM is the overhead of page faults incurred
on the first access to the metadata and the cost of migrating
pages between the CPU and the GPU. Toward this, iGUARD
ensures that the overheads of UVM are incurred only if unavoidable. It keeps an account of free memory available on
the GPU by tracking the amount of memory reserved by the
application kernel. It instruments CUDA memory allocation
API (e.g., cudaMalloc()) invoked by the application kernel for
the purpose. If free GPU memory is available after satisfying
the application’s memory needs, iGUARD pre-faults (all or
part of) the metadata onto the GPU by initializing the memory through cudaMemset. Later accesses to the pre-faulted
metadata during race detection does not trigger page faults.
This way, iGUARD pays the cost of faults and triggers ferrying
of data between GPU and CPU only when it is necessary –
i.e. when the aggregate of the application kernel’s memory
needs and metadata exceeds the GPU’s memory capacity.
6.2

Metadata updation

iGUARD instruments synchronization operations using the
NVBit tool [47]. Figure 5 (a) shows instrumentation code
snippet in CUDA for updating synchronization metadata on
encountering syncthreads. One of the active threads (line
6) in the threadblock increments the corresponding block
barrier counter (BlkBarID). All threads in threadblock are
synchronized thereafter. On encountering syncwarp, the warp
barrier counter is similarly incremented (code not shown).
Figure 5 (b) shows instrumentation code on encountering a
fence operation. iGUARD simply increments the corresponding threadblock or device scope fence counters for the corresponding thread. Threadfences also participate in constituting
lock/unlock operations. We will later see how the routine
activateLocks helps infer the use of locks on fence operation.
These actions are also depicted in Figure 6.
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__device__ void instr_barrier(uint8_t **syncMD) {
if(threadId < WARP_SIZE) {
unsigned mask = __activemask();
unsigned chosen = ((mask - 1) & mask) ^ mask;
if((1 << threadId) & chosen) // Leader thread
++syncMD[BlkBarId][blockId];
}
__syncthreads();
}

(a) Instrumentation code for threadblock-level barriers.
1
2
3
4
5
6
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8

__device__ void instr_fence(scope_t scope,
uint8_t **syncMD, uint64_t *locks) {
switch(scope) {
case DEV: ++syncMD[DevFenceId][threadId]; break;
case BLK: ++syncMD[BlkFenceId][threadId]; break;
}
activateLocks(scope, locks); // Set lock active bit
}

(b) Instrumentation code for scoped fences.

Figure 5. Instrumentation (simplified) for synchronizations.
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Figure 6. Overview of iGUARD’s operation. Purple box shows
race detection. Orange boxes shows lock inference.
All memory instructions – loads, stores, atomics – are instrumented to update memory metadata and for race detection
itself. On a load, iGUARD first reads the memory metadata corresponding to the load address. It then calculates the threadblock ID of the last accessor by dividing the WarpID in the
metadata by the number of warps per threadblock in the executing kernel. The number of warps per threadblock remains
constant for a kernel but can vary across kernels. If this calculated threadblock ID differs from the current instruction’s
theadblock ID, then the DevShared flag in the metadata is set.
If the threadblock IDs match but the WarpID in the metadata
(last accessor) and that of the load differs, then the BlkShared
flag in the metadata is set.
iGUARD updates the WarpID and ThreadID of the last
accessor in the metadata with those of issuing load instruction. iGUARD then looks up the synchronization metadata
corresponding to the thread/warp issuing the load instruction

isThread (1 bit)
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Figure 7. Structure of the lock table.
and copies the latest synchronization information (e.g., barrier counters, fence counters, locks held) into the memory
metadata for last accessor (e.g., BlkBarID, WarpBarID, DevFenceID, BlkFenceID, Locks). The Locks field keeps a 16-bit
summary (2-way bloom filter) of lock addresses (available in
the lock table) currently held by the accessor. In the case of a
store, a similar process is followed except for two differences.
First, the identity and synchronization information is updated
for both the last accessor and the last writer in the memory
metadata. Second, the Modified bit in the flag is set. The
atomic operations update the metadata in the same way as a
store operation, except for one difference. An atomic operation also sets the Atomic bit in the flag and updates Scope bit
based on its scope – 0 if device scope, 1 if threadblock scope.
6.3

Inferring the locking protocol

While there are no explicit lock/unlock instructions, the CUDA
guidebook [41, 42] specifies that an atomicCAS on a lock
variable followed by a threadfence can be used as a lock.
A threadfence followed by atomicExch could be used for
unlocking. Therefore, we infer these instruction sequences as
lock and unlock, like previous works [17, 25, 28].
Similar to ScoRD, iGUARD uses a lock table to infer locks.
Each lock table is a 64-bit structure depicted in Figure 7 and
a part of the synchronization metadata. On an atomicCAS,
iGUARD adds an entry to the lock table of the corresponding
warp with an 18-bit hash of the variable’s address. The Valid
bit is set but the Active bit is not. The Scope bit stores whether
the atomic is device or threadblock scope.
On a threadfence, iGUARD sets the Active bit in the corresponding lock table for all entries with matching or narrower
scope. An activated entry signifies a lock that is currently
held by the given warp. On an atomicExch, the warp’s lock
table is looked up, and the Valid bit of any entry matching
the address hash and scope is unset. Note that even if a programmer misses a threadfence, we will infer the atomicExch
as unlock. We will shortly see how a race caused by missing
threadfence is caught separately. Further, we keep track of up
to 3 separate locks held by each warp at any given time. We
found that this is sufficient for practical purposes, but this can
easily be extended by provisioning more entries in the table.
To infer the locking protocol under ITS, iGUARD faces a
unique challenge. Typically, one thread from each warp acquires/releases locks. However, in some kernels, individual
threads within a warp use distinct locks under ITS. iGUARD
dynamically infers a kernel’s locking protocol, without developer intervention, by 1 provisioning both per-warp and perthread lock tables, and 2 switching to the per-thread table on
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Table 2. Conditions used during race detection. Memory and
synchronization metadata are represented by mm and sm,
respectively. Current accessor details is curr.
Definitions
if(curr.Type == STORE) md = mm.LastAccessor;
if(curr.Type == ATOMIC) md = mm.LastAccessor;
if(curr.Type == LOAD) md = mm.LastWriter;
Preliminary checks for race-free access
Type
Condition
P1: First access
mm.Valid == false
P2: No write
mm.Modified == false
access
AND curr.Type == LOAD
P3: Program
!md.DevShared AND !md.BlkShared
order access
AND curr.ThreadID == md.ThreadID
!md.DevShared AND !md.BlkShared
P4: Warp-synced
AND curr.WarpID == md.WarpID
access
AND (md.WarpBarID != sm.WarpBarID
OR curr.ActiveMask contains md.ThreadID)
!md.DevShared
P5: Barrier access
AND md.BlockID == curr.BlockID
AND md.BlkBarID != sm.BlkBarID
mm.Atomic AND curr.Atomic
P6: Safe atomic
AND (md.BlockID == curr.BlockID
access
OR mm.Scope == DEVICE)
Conditions for racey access
Condition
mm.Atomic AND mm.Scope == BLOCK
AND mm.LastWriter.BlockID != curr.BlockID
md.WarpID == curr.WarpID
AND md.DevFenceID == sm.DevFenceID
R2: Intra-warp race
AND md.BlkFenceID == sm.BlkFenceID
AND !mm.DevShared AND !mm.BlkShared
md.BlockID == curr.BlockID
AND md.DevFenceID == sm.DevFenceID
R3: Intra-block race
AND md.BlkFenceID == sm.BlkFenceID
AND !mm.DevShared
md.BlockID != curr.BlockID
R4: Inter-block race
AND md.DevFenceID == sm.DevFenceID
R5: Missing lock
(mm.Locks != EMPTY OR sm.Locks != EMPTY)
race
AND (md.Locks BITWISE_AND sm.Locks) == 0
Type
R1: Scoped-atomic
race

detecting simultaneous use of locks by threads within a warp
at runtime. iGUARD keeps an isThread bit in the per-warp table (unset by default). On an atomicCAS, iGUARD checks the
active mask of the executing warp. The active mask identifies
the threads within a warp that are executing an instruction in
lockstep. If there is more than one thread performing atomicCAS, iGUARD infers the use of thread-level locking. It sets
the isThread bit and proceeds to use the per-thread lock table.
The isThread bit is never unset, and the detector does not
revert to per-warp locks after it detects the use of per-thread
locking. iGUARD accesses the warp-level lock table first but
switches to the per-thread table if the isThread bit is set. The
locking protocol typically does not change within a single
kernel. However, a program can have many kernels, each having its own locking protocol. iGUARD would infer the locking
protocol of each kernel independently.
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6.4

Detecting and reporting races

Races occur when conflicting memory instructions access a
location without intervening synchronization. Thus, iGUARD
looks for possible races upon loads, stores, and atomics.
Atomics are treated similar to stores for race detection.
Preliminary race checks: Most instructions do not participate in a race [28]. Thus, similar to ScoRD, iGUARD implements a two-tier race detection logic where preliminary
checks ascertain if an access is trivially race-free. A detailed
race check is employed only if all preliminary checks fail.
iGUARD inherits race check conditions from ScoRD but extends them to handle execution under ITS.
The top half of Table 2 lists six possible conditions (P1-P6)
for an access to be trivially race-free. The condition P1 states
that the first access to a memory location cannot be a race.
The second condition says that if a location is unmodified and
the current access is not a store, it is race-free.
In the rest of the conditions (P3 - P6), for loads, iGUARD
uses the information (e.g., WarpID, ThreadID, synchronization) of the last writer to determine if that load is race-free.
For stores, that of the last accessor is used. The condition
P3 states that two accesses from the same thread in program
order cannot race. The condition ensures that a given location
has never been accessed across threadblocks or warps, and
the same thread accessed the location the last time.
The condition P4 is unique to iGUARD. It checks if the
current and previous accesses are from the same warp (possibly from different threads) but are separated by a warp
barrier (syncwarp). A mismatch between the warp barrier ID
in the memory metadata and the current value of the warp barrier ID in the synchronization metadata indicates intervening
syncwarp(s). If the threads have not diverged (i.e., accessors
are within the warp’s active mask), their accesses are synchronized at every instruction due to lockstep execution. The fifth
condition checks if there has been an intervening threadblock
barrier (syncthreads) and if the accessors to the location fall
within the same threadblock. Finally, if a memory location
is accessed using atomics of sufficient scope, a race cannot
occur due to the access.
Detailed race checks: If all six conditions (P1-P6) fail, conditions in the bottom half of the table (R1-R5) are checked to
confirm the existence of a race and its type. These conditions
are checked in the order given in the table. If a condition is
satisfied, a race is declared, and later conditions are skipped
for that instruction. Race detection continues for the following
instructions until the execution finishes.
The condition R1 detects the use of insufficient scope in
atomic operations. If the last writer and the current accessor
belong to different threadblocks, but the memory location
was previously accessed with a block-scoped atomic, a race
is declared. As before, if the instruction is a load, then the
memory metadata of the last writer is used, while for stores,
the last accessor is used. The condition R2 in iGUARD is
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specific to its ability to catch races that occur under ITS. It
checks if the last and current access to a memory location
by threads within a warp are separated by a fence. If not, an
intra-warp race due to ITS is declared. Note that it does not
check if threads are executing in lockstep. If so, the fourth
condition of preliminary checks would have been satisfied.
The condition R3 checks if accesses from threads within a
single threadblock are not ordered by a threadfence. If so, an
intra-threadblock race is detected. Similarly, R4 declares an
inter-threadblock race if it finds accesses from two different
threadblocks are not separated by threadfence(s) of device
scope. The condition R5 relates to the detection of races due to
improper use of locks. If no locks were held during previous
accesses to a given memory location or during the current
access, locks were not used to order accesses. If locks were
used, but the intersection of locks held during the previous
access and the current one is empty, it still causes a race.
Note that a race is declared only if all conditions P1-P6 fail
and one of R1-R5 is satisfied. It is possible that none of the
P or R conditions satisfies. For example, this will happen for
accesses correctly protected by locks. No race is declared in
such cases. Also, there are no specific checks for cooperative
groups. As discussed in § 2.1, NVIDIA created cooperative
group primitives using synchronization and ITS support. Since
iGUARD supports constituent features, it automatically detects
races due to improper use of cooperative groups.
When a race is detected, iGUARD collects the instruction
pointer, instruction type, address of the racey memory location, thread and warp ID of the accessor, the type of race, and
metadata about the previous accesses to that location. If the
binary was compiled with debug information, iGUARD also
reports the source line number of the instruction. These are
accumulated in a small buffer (1MB) to be passed to the CPU.
Summary: Figure 6 summarizes how iGUARD works. On
threadfences and barriers, iGUARD updates the synchronization metadata. On a load/store, iGUARD looks up memory
metadata corresponding to the load (store) address. It then performs two-tier checks based on happens-before relations using the information of previous accesses to the location (from
metadata) and the current access. The atomics are treated as
(special) stores. Thus, on atomics, iGUARD updates memory
metadata and performs race checks. iGUARD dynamically
infers locks and locking protocol. The race detection for improper locking uses the lockset technique. The entire process
happens on the GPU alongside kernel execution.
6.5

Reducing serialization in metadata access

GPU applications thrive in parallelism. We observed that thousands of threads could concurrently access a shared variable
in many applications. Even when they do not cause races
(e.g., read-only accesses), all accesses to the variable’s metadata need to be serialized for correct race detection since the
non-existence of a race cannot be affirmed unless checks are
complete [51]. Therefore, accesses to a metadata entry needs
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to be serialized. iGUARD keeps a fine-grain lock per metadata
entry to ensure that race detection for accesses to different
locations can leverage the GPU’s parallelism.
However, applications with many accesses to shared variables still suffer from lock contention for metadata. Finegrain lock contention is a bigger nemesis to GPU’s performance than to CPU’s since thousands of threads can concurrently contend for a lock [48, 53]. This challenge is unique
to iGUARD’s in-GPU software race detection. For example, a
prior software-based race detector Barracuda does not update
metadata or perform race detection on the GPU. It only logs
GPU accesses for the CPU to process later. On the other hand,
hardware-based race detectors such as ScoRD propose dedicated new hardware to order metadata accesses and perform
race detection – a luxury iGUARD does not have.
iGUARD introduces two novel optimizations to reduce performance overheads due to serialization of metadata accesses.
Coalesced metadata access: We note that not all concurrent
accesses to shared variables can race. Consider active threads
in a warp that are all loading or performing an atomic operation on a single variable. The scope of the atomic operation
is not a concern since all threads within a warp are part of
even the smallest possible scope, i.e., threadblock. Also, loads
alone cannot race with each other.
Driven by this observation, on a memory access, iGUARD
checks if the active threads within a warp are accessing
the same location using load or atomic instructions. Specifically, threads in a warp use warp instrincs (e.g., activemask,
shfl_sync) that allow them to quickly communicate with each
other to check whether the active threads are accessing a
shared location. If so, only a single thread checks for races
with threads outside its warp on behalf of all active threads.
This allows for opportunistic coalescing of up to 32 serial
metadata accesses and race checks into one without the possibility of missing a race.
Dynamic exponential backoff: Coalescing alone is not sufficient. We further use traditional binary exponential backoff
to spread out contending accesses to locks [45]. However,
we noticed that the upper limit for backoff latency affects its
efficacy. If the limit is too low, contention remains, while if it
is too high, threads unnecessarily wait.
In GPUs, the number of concurrent threads can vary widely
from hundreds to hundreds of thousands. We empirically
found that a single upper limit on backoff does not fit all
cases. Instead, it should be set dynamically based on the
number of concurrent threads in a kernel at runtime. A higher
limit is preferable for kernels launched with a larger number
of threads than those with fewer threads.
We combine the opportunistic coalescing of metadata accesses with dynamic exponential backoff to reduce the contention for metadata. As a result, iGUARD’s race check sped
up by 7× for eight applications that originally experienced
severe metadata contention, on average (more in § 7).
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__global__ void reductionKernel(...)
{
...
if (blockSize >=
4 && tid < 2)
sdata[tid] = mySum = mySum + sdata[tid +
//__syncwarp(); <-- Needed to avoid race
if (blockSize >=
2 && tid == 0)
sdata[tid] = mySum = mySum + sdata[tid +
...
}
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Figure 8. Missing warp barrier causing ITS race.

__global__ void lockingKernel(...)
{
...
// Spin until lock acquired
while(atomicCAS(&lock[lockId], 0, 1) != 0);
__threadfence();
... // Critical section
data[warpId] += value[threadId];
__threadfence();
atomicExch(&lock[lockId], 0);
...
}

6.6

Figure 9. Race with per-thread locking.

Tying it all together with examples

We illustrate iGUARD’s overall race detection with examples for two of its unique features – detecting races due to ITS
and inference of an application’s locking protocol at runtime.
Catching ITS races: Figure 8 depicts a CUDA snippet that
contains a race due to ITS (repeated from § 3.2). iGUARD
instruments all loads/stores and synchronization operations
to perform race checks and to update metadata. After thread
1 (tid = 1) executes the load on line 5 (sdata[tid + 2]), the instrumentation code of iGUARD performs checks for potential
races (Table 2). It reads the memory metadata corresponding
to the address of the variable. Since this is the first access to
the address, the Valid bit of the metadata was not set. The
access would thus proceed without flagging a race by satisfying preliminary check P1. The instrumentation code then
updates the metadata with its thread and warp ID and sets the
Valid flag. Similarly, the store operation on line 5 (sdata[tid])
would not trigger a race, but the corresponding metadata
would have its Modified flag set.
Thread 0 (tid = 0) later accesses the stored data through a
load on line 8 (sdata[tid + 1]). When iGUARD’s instrumentation code performs race detection upon this instruction, the
preliminary checks P1 - P3 fail as the metadata was marked
Valid and Modified by a different thread. P4 - P6 fail too since
there were no intervening barriers or atomics.
Next, full race check conditions are evaluated since all
preliminary checks failed. Here, condition R2 will evaluate
to true since the WarpID of thread 1 matches the WarpID
of thread 0 and no intermediate fences have been executed.
Upon detecting the race, iGUARD does not stop execution.
Instead, it inserts the details of the race (e.g., address of the
variable, line number) into a buffer along with its type (here,
ITS). Later, a CPU thread asynchronously reads the details of
detected races from the buffer and informs the programmer

that a race is detected on line 8 due to a load operation by
thread 0 to a location previously modified by thread 1.
If there was a syncwarp in line 6, iGUARD would have
instrumented it. Upon encountering the syncwarp, the instrumentation code would increment the WarpBarId field of
the warp in the synchronization metadata. In this case, when
iGUARD performs race detection upon the load on line 8, the
WarpBarId of synchronization metadata would not match that
in the memory metadata. This would cause preliminary check
P4 to evaluate true, and thus, no race would be declared.
Lock inference: Figure 9 shows a code snippet where threads
in a warp take individual locks for their critical section and
update a variable. Note that without ITS, for example, on
GPUs before the Volta architecture, such programs would
deadlock. We will next show how iGUARD infers the use of
per-thread locking in this code snippet at runtime.
To accommodate varied locking protocols in applications
under ITS, iGUARD provisions both per-warp and per-thread
lock tables (§ 6.3). On line 5, threads within a warp contend
for different locks, causing them to execute the atomicCAS
simultaneously. iGUARD detects this by monitoring the warp’s
active mask – multiple threads within the warp are active
while executing the atomicCAS. It thus infers that per-thread
locking is used by the kernel and sets the isThread bit of the
warp’s lock table (Figure 7) to indicate this. It then switches
to the individual thread’s lock table. It places a hash of the
lock’s address in the lock table and sets the entry’s Valid bit.
Upon encountering the threadfence on line 6, iGUARD
would first look up the warp’s lock table. However, since
the isThread bit is set, the per-thread lock table is consulted
instead. The Active bit is set for all entries having their Valid
bit set, as a lock acquire has been completed.
On line 8, multiple threads from the same warp concurrently update data[] causing a race. When the first thread
accesses data[], iGUARD inserts the details of its active lock
table entries into the lock bloom filter in the corresponding
memory metadata. When the next thread accesses data[],
iGUARD finds that the intersection of locks held by the thread
with those stored in the bloom filter is EMPTY (null). This
causes condition R5 to fail, leading iGUARD to declare a race
due to missing locks. If iGUARD had used only a per-warp
lock table, all threads in the warp would have identical lock
entries, and the race would not be detected.
6.7

Potential false positives and negatives

We aim to create a practical detector of races due to advanced
GPU features. iGUARD excels in catching races across a variety of applications (§ 7). However, it does not guarantee
the detection of all races. For example, the size of the barrier
and threadfence counters are limited to 6-8 bits. Although
very unlikely, counters can wrap around, leading to false positives and negatives. For example, a threadblock should issue
exactly 256 syncthreads to cause an error in detection.
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Besides counters, iGUARD tracks only the last writer and
accessor to a memory location. It is possible that a race constitutes across old accesses but not among the recent ones. However, in practice, it is unusual to have recent accesses properly
synchronized but not the distant ones (in time). We empirically confirmed this by tracking the last 2, 4, and 8 accessors
to a memory location in the metadata instead of only the last
accessor (default in iGUARD). Tracking longer access history
did not find any new races for any of the programs we evaluated in this work. A previous work on detecting data races in
CPU multi-threaded applications, called FastTrack [20], also
made similar observations for CPU applications – reads to a
given location are typically totally ordered in practice.
On the other hand, the overhead of the metadata grows
linearly with the number of previous accessors that it keeps.
Therefore, iGUARD keeps the identity of only the last accessor
as a pragmatic choice. Alternatively, it is also possible to
collect metadata and ship it over to the CPU. However, the
CPU would then have to perform race detection, as in previous
works (e.g., [17]). In summary, for in-GPU race detection with
low-performance overhead, iGUARD judiciously chose the
metadata layout and its size without impacting the usefulness
of the race detection in practice.
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Table 4. Races detected by Barracuda and iGUARD.
IL: Improper locking, AS: Insufficient atomic scope,
ITS: ITS induced race, BR: Intra-block race,
DR: Intra-device race ∗ Did not terminate.
Suite

ScoR

CG
NVlib_CG
Gunrock

Lonestar (LS)
SlabHash
cuML
Kilo-TM
SHoC
CUB

Table 3. System configuration
CPU
GPU
DRAM
Software
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Barracuda
3∗
2
2
1

iGUARD

Types

4
1
5
7
2
6
6
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
4
2
2
1

IL, AS, BR
AS
AS, BR, DR
ITS, BR, DR
AS, DR
IL, AS
AS, BR, DR
CG (DR)
CG (DR)
DR
ITS
BR
BR
BR
BR, DR
BR, DR
DR
DR
BR, DR
DR
BR
DR

Table 5. Applications without any reported races.

Intel Xeon Gold 6242 (16 cores) @ 2.80GHz
NVIDIA Titan RTX (72 SMs, 24 GB GDDR6)
768 GB DDR4 @ 2933 MHz
CUDA 11.0, Ubuntu 20.04

Suite
CUB
Rodinia

Evaluation

Table 3 details of the evaluation platform. We use workloads
from previous works, e.g., Barracuda, CURD [17, 39] (CUB,
Rodinia, SHoC), and ScoRD [28] (ScoR) for a comprehensive
comparison. Besides, we used two popular graph processing
frameworks, Gunrock [50] and LonestarGPU [11], a GPU
hash table called SlabHash [2], and example applications
from NVIDIA’s CG [24] and cuML [40] libraries for a wide
coverage. In total, we evaluated iGUARD on 42 workloads
from 10 workload suites [2, 10, 12, 13, 21, 28, 33, 35, 40, 49].
Half of these workloads had races while the rest did not.
Table 4 and Table 5 contain the names of the workload
suites and the applications used from that suite. Table 4 contains applications with global memory races and those in
Table 5 are race-free. The applications with races help us
determine the accuracy of race detection. Those without races
aid in evaluating if iGUARD reports false positives. Both help
in measuring the overheads of race detection.
To put iGUARD’s accuracy and performance in perspective, we compare it with Barracuda. For a fair comparison, we disable shared memory race detection in Barracuda
since iGUARD focuses only on global memory races. Further,
iGUARD runs on the latest CUDA 11.0 on recent ISA (SM70).
However, Barracuda cannot run on SM70 and is compiled to

Application
matrix-mult
1dconv
graph-con
reduction
rule-110
uts
graph-color
conjugGMB
reduceMB
grid_sync
louvain
pr_nibble
sm
color
mis
cc
slabhash_test
cuML_gsync
interac
hashtable
shocbfs
cub_gridbar

b_radix_sort
d_part_if
d_sel_flag
dwt2d
needle

CG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Applications
b_reduce
b_scan
d_radix_sort
d_reduce
d_sel_if
d_sel_uniq
hotspot
hybridsort
nn
pathfinder
warpAA

d_part_flag
d_scan
d_sort_find
kmeans
srad

void sync_grid(int gridSize, volatile int *arrived)
{
//__threadfence();
__syncthreads();
if(threadId == 0) {
__threadfence();
atomicAdd(arrived, 1);
while(*arrived != gridSize);
}
__syncthreads();
}

Figure 10. Simplified implementation of grid-level sync.
SM35 for backward compatibility. To ensure fair performance

comparison, we report Barracuda’s overheads by normalizing its runtime over that for applications (without Barracuda)
also compiled to SM35. Similarly, the overhead of iGUARD is
normalized over the application runtimes compiled to SM70.
This way, any potential differences due to ISA cancel out.
7.1

Detecting races

Table 4 shows the races caught by iGUARD and their types. For
comparison, we report races caught by Barracuda. Table 5
lists applications that Barracuda and iGUARD did not report
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Timeout

1000x

iGUARD

Timeout

iGUARD

Barracuda

Timeout

Barracuda

100x

ScoR

Gunrock

LS

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

CG

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

1x

Unsupported

10x

61.0

Unsupported

Normalized run time

iGUARD: In-GPU Advanced Race Detection

6.3

Kilo-TM

CUB

(a) Applications with races

4.2

Rodinia

(b) Applications without races

Figure 11. Performance overhead of iGUARD and Barracuda normalized with no race detection. Note the log scale.
any global memory races for. In total, iGUARD detected 57
races in 21 applications without any false positives. The other
21 workloads did not have races.
Across the workloads in Kilo-TM, SHoC, CUB and Rodinia
used by Barracuda, iGUARD detected all seven races that were
reported. Further, Barracuda did not terminate for interac
kernel of Kilo-TM and misses a true race. iGUARD correctly
caught that race and successfully executed the application.
Barracuda could not run workloads from the ScoR suite [27]
and CG [35] since they have operations like scoped atomics
which it does not support. Barracuda also failed to run Gunrock, LonestarGPU, SlabHash, and cuML. Since Barracuda
executes on PTX, the intermediate representation for NVIDIA
GPUs [36], and not the binary, it requires a single PTX file
to be embedded in a binary. It cannot handle large, multi-file
real-world GPU libraries like Gunrock or LonestarGPU.
iGUARD detected all 26 races reported in ScoR [27]. In
addition, iGUARD caught 5 more previously unreported true
races in ScoR due to ITS. ScoRD did not report them since it
does not support ITS. To test if iGUARD detects races due to
improper use of cooperative groups, we modified example
applications in NVIDIA’s CG library to introduce improper
use of cooperative groups. iGUARD detected all those races.
Reporting true previously unreported races: iGUARD detected several previously unreported races. It detected a race
in NVIDIA’s CG library implementing grid-level synchronization (NVlib_CG in Table 4). Figure 10 shows a simplified
code snippet implementing grid-level synchronization. As per
CUDA, barrier synchronization operations ensure that threads
proceed after barrier only after all threads in its group reach
the barrier (execution barrier). It also guarantees that writes
performed by threads before the barrier are visible to all
threads in that group after the barrier (memory barrier). However, the grid sync implementation fails to guarantee the memory barrier property, causing races in applications. Observe
that threadfence in line 6 of Figure 10 is executed only by
the leader thread of each threadblock. However, the effect of
a threadfence is limited to writes of the calling thread only.
Therefore, after the grid sync, threads are not guaranteed to
observe writes performed by all threads in the grid before the
sync, except for the leader threads. NVIDIA communicated
that they filed an internal bug report based on this. iGUARD

caught similar races in cuML’s and CUB’s grid sync implementation, which developers have acknowledged.
iGUARD detected 7 races in Gunrock [49, 50] (> 7700
LOC), and 5 races in LonestarGPU [10, 11] (> 6400 LOC) –
two popular GPU graph frameworks. We detected intra-thread
block races and ITS races. Gunrock developers acknowledged
3 races, while LonestarGPU developers acknowledged all.
7.2

Comparing performance overhead

Figure 11 (a) and (b) shows (log scale) performance overhead
introduced by iGUARD for applications in Table 4 and Table 5,
respectively. We also compare overheads with Barracuda for
whichever applications it could run.
We could report numbers for Barracuda only for three applications in Figure 11 (a). This is because it failed to run for
other applications either for lack of support for scoped atomics (ScoR), lack of ITS support (interac, CG) or because of
application complexity where compilers fail to embed PTX for
large libraries (Gunrock, Lonestar). This also demonstrates
the wider applicability of iGUARD. Figure 11 (a) shows for
several compute-heavy applications, e.g., rule-110, reduction,
the overheads are limited to 2-3×. To put it in perspective, we
compared against Barracuda, wherever it ran. For example,
Barracuda slowed down hashtable and shocbfs by 30× and
60×, respectively. That for iGUARD were 2.1× and 2.8×.
Figure 11 (b) provides a picture of relative performance
overheads as many applications with traditional synchronization ran on Barracuda. On average, Barracuda had an overhead of 61× for the 18 workloads in this graph that did not
time out. iGUARD had a 4.2× overhead for the 21 workloads
in this graph. Across all 20 workloads (2 in Figure 11 (a)
and 18 in Figure 11 (b)) that Barracuda ran without timing out, it incurred a 58.9× overhead, on average. For the
same set, iGUARD’s overhead is 3.9×. Thus, iGUARD not only
has broader applicability but also significantly lowers performance overhead. Across all 42 workloads, iGUARD incurred
5.1× slowdown over no race detection, on average.
7.3

Benefits of reduced serialization in metadata access

We now analyze the performance improvement due to reduced
serialization in metadata access thanks to iGUARD’s coalesced
metadata access and dynamic backoff (§ 6.5).
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Figure 12. Performance overhead of iGUARD with and without contention optimisations normalized against no detection.
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both detectors for an application with varying memory footprint (d_reduce from CUB). Figure 14 shows the performance
overheads with iGUARD and Barracuda. Barracuda’s overheads are significantly more. Importantly, beyond 8 GB of
application memory footprint, Barracuda failed due to lack of
memory. However, iGUARD continued to detect races, albeit
with larger overheads due to additional page faults introduced
by the UVM driver to accommodate larger metadata sizes.
This demonstrates iGUARD’s ability to work with practical
data sizes with graceful degradation for increased memory
usage instead of failing.

iGUARD

Barracuda

100x

10x
1x

1 GB

2 GB

4 GB

8 GB

Out of
memory

Normalized
run time

1000x

Out of
memory

Figure 13. Breakdown of application runtime with detection.

16 GB

Figure 14. Overheads with memory footprint scaling.
Figure 12 shows the performance overhead of race detection, with and without the aforementioned optimizations for
a subset of workloads that originally experienced high overhead due to serialization in metadata access. The overheads
of these applications were reduced by 7×, on average. Notably, conjugGMB’s overhead dropped from 706× to 6×. It
launches many threads (73728) that synchronize by spinning
on a shared variable. Other applications outside this subset did
not experience much serialization and are agnostic to these
optimizations. We also confirmed that these optimizations did
not affect the accuracy of race detection in any way.
7.4

Understanding sources of overheads

Figure 13 presents the fraction of runtime contributed by
different components of iGUARD for each benchmark suite
(averaged). Native refers to the application runtime without race detection. NVBit refers to time spent by the NVBit
tool analyzing the binary and inserting instrumentation calls.
Setup is the time spent on allocating and initializing metadata.
Instrumentation is the delay to the kernel execution due to instrumentation without race detection. Detection captures the
time taken to perform the race detection, while Misc. captures
all other overheads like loading kernel etc.
While the primary source of overheads varies based on
applications, NVBit itself is often a key contributor. If NVBit
is optimized in later versions, or a faster instrumentation tool
emerges, iGUARD will quicken up. Applications in the CG
suite are designed to demonstrate different synchronization
operations and have limited computation. Therefore, race detection overheads dominate in them. Applications in CUB are
short running and thus, the Instrumentation time dominates.
7.5

Scaling with memory footprint

iGUARD does not reserve GPU memory for metadata. To
demonstrate the value of this approach, compared to the memory reservation approach adopted in previous works, we ran
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Related work

We discussed GPU race detectors closest to ours in § 4. Here,
we discuss a few other GPU race detectors. Early works
on GPU race detection ignored the harder-to-detect races on
global memory and focused solely on races in the scratchpad
among threads within a threadblock. Boyer et al. [9] utilize
instrumentation and emulation to find such bugs at a heavy
performance overhead. GRace [54], and GMRace [55] use
static analysis and dynamic checking to detect races. LDetector [30] detects races in scratchpad and global memory
by taking snapshots and comparing changes in values but
ignores fences and atomics. SMT solving [3, 4, 6, 7] has been
proposed to find data races at the risk of detecting false positives. However, no prior work covers all types of races due to
modern GPU features, including scopes, ITS and CG.
Concurrency bug detection has been extensively explored
for multi-threaded CPU software [5, 8, 14–16, 18, 20, 31, 32,
43, 44, 56]. While these provide inspiration for GPU race
detection, they cannot be directly applied due to challenges
that arise from the GPU’s massive parallelism. CPUs also lack
the advanced synchronization operations present in GPUs.

9

Conclusion

To enable a broader set of applications to leverage GPUs,
vendors are progressively introducing semantically richer
synchronization and expressive execution paradigms. However, improper use of these can lead to subtle races that could
threaten GPU software reliability. We thus propose iGUARD, a
detector of global memory races, including those induced by
advanced features. The detector reported several previously
unreported races, including some in NVIDIA’s own libraries.
The in-GPU race detection without CPU assistance allows
iGUARD to detect races with significantly less overhead.
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